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WHAT ARE THE FPB RATINGS?
FPB ratings are broken down into nine age categories:

LIMITATIONS OF FPB RATINGS

It’s important to note that there is no
obligation on streaming video services to
use or display FPB ratings. Due to this, we
advise that you check the rating online
before your child streams the content. It
may also be a good idea to watch the

content first yourself or discuss it with other
parents to help you decide whether or not

it is suitable for your child.

WHAT ELSE CAN FPB REVEAL?
Accompanied with the age suitability rating, FPB also provide an additional warning regarding the content and what to expect, such as swearing,
sexual content, violence and anything you may consider to be inappropriate for your child. In addition to this, the content also has mandatory

classifiable elements that are applicable:

Alerts that there is use of bad language Indicates scenes involving sex, sexual conduct or sexually-
related activity

Indicates scenes involving nudity

Alerts to scenes of substance (drugs and alcohol) abuse

Warns of scenes or language that is biased or prejudiced
with regard to race, ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual
orientation or other identifiable group characteristics

Indicates scenes involving sexual violence

Warns of physical violence and psychological violent
scenes

Alerts that there are scenes of Horror

PARENTAL CONTROLS

It’s possible for young people to buy games online without a
required proof of age, opening them up to age-inappropriate
content without you knowing. We advise that you regularly
monitor your child’s gaming activities and maintain a honest
and healthy dialogue with them about the online world.

It is a good idea to put in place parental controls for all online
accounts which your child may use to purchase or download

online games e.g. The App Store, Google Play Store,
PlayStation Store and Microsoft Xbox Store etc.

www.fpb.org.za

The Film and Publication
Board, helping you make

informed choices on the films
youwatch, games you play and

publications you read.

Toll Free: 012 661 0051

@FPB_ZAfilm and publicationboard

A

Means all ages category and means it is
suitable for all.

PG

Means all ages category but cautious
sensitive viewers and indicates that
parents and caregivers are in the best
position to decide whether or not a child
in their care may view film or DVD for
home entertainment purposes.

7-9 PG

Means that material in not suitable for
children under the age of 7. A parent or
caregiver may decide if the material is
appropriate for children their care from
ages 7-9, if it is of particular entertainment
or educational value for such children.
Children from the ages of 7-9 years may
not be allowed to watch a film classified 7-
9 unless accompanied by an adult.

16

Means that the material is not suitable for
children under the age of 16.

13

Means that the material is not suitable for
children under the age of 13.

10-12 PG

Means that material in not suitable for
children under the age of 10. A parent or
caregiver may decide if the material is
appropriate for children to decide whether
or not a child in their care from ages 10-
12, if it is of particular entertainment or
educational value for such children.
Children from the ages of 10-12 years may
not be allowed to watch a film classified
10-12 unless accompanied by an adult.

18

Means that the material is not suitable for
children under the age of 18.

X18

Means only a holder of a licence to
conduct the business of adult premises,
set out in section 24 of the Act, may
distribute the film to persons older than
eighteen or exhibit such content to such
person within such premises.

XX

Means the material may not be distributed
or exhibited in public by anyone and also
not in the adult premises set out in the
section 24 of the act. In the case of child
pornography it may also not be
possessed anywhere.
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What parents need to know about Age Restrictions

Top Tips for Parents

Age Restrictions

Office // +27 (0) 11 523 1600
Fax // +27 (0) 11 523 1624

Age Restrictions
If you have children, it is understandable to have concerns about the films and TV shows they watch, as well as the games
they play. In this guide, we take a look at the official way you can assess if a particular title is suitable for your child. The
FPB has search facilities on their website that can be used to look up individual titles so you can check their ratings.

RATINGS FOR FILMS, TV & MUSIC VIDEOS
Since 1996, the FPB (Film and Publications Board) has informed South African residents of the age suitability of films, TV,
music videos and games - providing parents with the information needed to assess whether or not it is appropriate for

their child’s age. This applies to cinema releases, DVDs and streaming video services such as Netflix.


